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Objectives

The aim of this study was to quantify bias from a partially ecologic analysis due to (i) model
misspecification and (ii) an unmeasured confounder, considering various scenarios that may occur in occupational and environmental epidemiology. A study with an aggregate exposure variable, PE, but with outcome,
group membership, and covariates assessed individually is partially ecologic. In this paper, PE is the proportion
exposed; PE can vary across geographic areas or occupational groups.
Methods Several hypothetical scenarios were considered, varying the baseline risk, the exposure effect, the
exposure distribution across groups, the impact of the (unmeasured) confounder, and the confounder distribution
across groups. First, confounding within groups was introduced. Thereafter, confounding between groups was
introduced by co-varying PE and the confounder prevalence across the groups. The expected odds ratio (exposed
versus unexposed) was calculated in two alternative models, the logistic regression and linear odds models, both
with PE as the independent variable. Moreover, empirical data on noise exposure and sleeping disturbances were
analyzed.
Results Compared with the logistic regression model, the linear odds model yielded a markedly less biased
odds ratio (OR) when the outcome was rare (≤5% baseline risk). Confounding within groups resulted in
marginal bias, whereas confounding between groups resulted in more pronounced bias.
Conclusions A logistic regression analysis, with PE as an independent variable, can yield substantial model
misspecification bias. By contrast, the linear odds model is valid when the outcome is rare. Confounding
between groups should be of more concern than confounding within groups in partially ecologic analyses.

Key terms bias (epidemiology); epidemiologic method; noise exposure; sleeping disturbance, statistical model.

An observational study with an aggregate, environmental, or global exposure measure (1), but with individual
data on disease status, group membership, and covariates, is partially ecologic (2). The grouping of the study
population can be based on geographic areas, occupations, or, if treatment effects are evaluated, hospitals (3–
5). We restricted our attention to a specific aggregate
measure, namely, the proportion exposed in each group.
We assumed that such exposure data are obtained from
an external database [eg, a geographic information system or a job-exposure matrix (6)]. On the individual level, the corresponding exposure variable is dichotomous
or dichotomized. When the aim of a partially ecologic
study is to estimate exposure–disease associations on the
individual level, bias may arise that has no analogue in
purely individual-level studies (7–9). Such ecologic
bias, or confounding between groups (2), occurs when
1
2

the disease rates among the unexposed or exposed varies in such a systematic way that a spurious association
with the ecologic measure is produced (8). On the other
hand, bias that arises in an individual-level study due to
an unmeasured confounder within groups may be much
reduced in the corresponding partially ecologic setting.
Johnston et al (5) showed how failure to account for the
prognosis of hospitalized patients in a simulated followup study of treatment effects resulted in confounding by
indication and thereby bias in the individual-level analysis. The corresponding partially ecologic analysis, using a logistic regression model with the proportion of
patients receiving the new treatment at each hospital as
the independent variable, was robust to such confounding within groups. Only treatment practice (and not the
prognosis of the patients) was assumed to vary between
hospitals, implying that only limited systematic
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variability in baseline risk between hospitals (ie, no pronounced confounding between groups or hospitals). This
assumption may be true in settings in which the unmeasured confounder (reflecting patient prognosis) implies
confounding by indication. On the other hand, in environmental or occupational exposure settings, co-variation of the proportion exposed and the (unmeasured)
confounder prevalence across groups may be a more realistic assumption, implying confounding between
groups.
In our study, we quantified bias of the odds ratio (exposed versus unexposed) expected from a partially ecologic analysis, considering various scenarios that may
occur in occupational and environmental epidemiology.
We addressed two sources of bias: (i) model misspecification and (ii) presence of an unmeasured confounder. First, we varied the disease risk in a situation with
mainly confounding within groups and compared the
model misspecification bias of the partially ecologic
analysis using the conventional logistic regression model (5), with a linear model for the disease odds (2, 10).
Thereafter, we introduced marked confounding between
groups into the partially ecologic analysis and quantified
the resulting bias. In addition to assessing the bias based
on hypothetical scenarios, we considered an empirical
example of noise exposure and sleeping disturbances.

Hypothetical examples

groups, and, together with the constant m, the overall
exposure prevalence. We used the following three sets
of values for these constants: (i) k = 0.32 and m = 8,
which yield exposure distributions across groups that we
refer to as widespread (overall exposure prevalence
25%, range 0.0–88%, assuming ORCE = 3.0 and a confounder prevalence P C of 50% in all groups), (ii)
k = 0.09 and m = 4, which we refer to as truncated exposure distributions (overall exposure prevalence 15%,
range 3.8–33%, if OR CE = 3.0 and P C = 50% in all
groups), and (iii) k = 0.21 and m = 8, which we refer to
as rare exposure distributions (overall exposure prevalence 5.2%, range 0.0–25%, if ORCE = 3.0 and PC = 50%
in all groups).
The true individual probability of disease is expressed as follows [see Johnston et al (5)]:
Logit[prob of disease] = [ln(ORCD)]C + [ln(ORED)]E + B,
(equation 2)

where prob stands for probability and B denotes the logit
of the baseline risk. The average probability of disease,
and thus the average odds of disease, in each group can
be calculated using the expression for the individual
probability of disease together with PC and PE. Two different models for the average disease odds are used for
estimating ORED (ie, the OR for the individual exposure–
disease association) in the partially ecologic analysis
with data on PE obtained from an external database: the
logistic model (11):
Logit[prob of disease] = ln(odds of disease) = α1 + β1PE
(equation 3)

Models
We considered a hypothetical observational longitudinal study in which E denoted the individual exposure
variable (1 = exposed, 0 = unexposed) and PE denoted
the corresponding aggregated (group level) measure (ie,
the proportion of persons exposed in each group of the
study population) (0 ≤PE ≤1). We assumed that E was
related to disease D on the individual level by the odds
ratio ORED. Moreover, there was an unmeasured binary
confounder C (1 = present, 0 = absent) with group prevalence PC, related to disease D by ORCD and to exposure E by ORCE. We worked with 30 exposure groups
(eg, corresponding to different residential areas), defined by G = 1, 2, …, 30 and ranked in ascending order
with respect to PE. For simplicity, we assumed that the
exposure groups were of equal size. All the groups could
include both unexposed and exposed persons, exposure
being assigned according to the formula [see Johnston
et al (5)]:
Logit[prob of exposure] = kG + [ln(ORCE)]C – m,
(equation 1)

where prob stands for probability, k is a constant that
influences both the variability of the exposure between

and the linear odds model (2, 11):
Odds of disease = exp(α2) × (1 + β2PE).

(equation 4)

In the individual-level analysis, we used the following model:
Logit[prob of disease] = α3 + β3E.

(equation 5)

Bias calculation
In the logistic model, the ORED estimator corresponds
to exp(β1), and, in the linear odds model, it corresponds
to 1 + β2 (ie, the disease odds for PE = 1 divided by the
disease odds for PE = 0). The expected value of the ORED
estimator is the OR that one can expect to obtain on the
average if repeated studies are conducted within the
same setting. Bias occurs if the expected OR differs
from the true OR for the exposure–disease association.
The linear odds model yields unbiased estimates of the
true ORED when confounding is absent and the baseline
risk is low (2, 11). Note that both the linear and the logistic model neglect the (unmeasured) confounder C,
which may be a source of bias. The linearity of the linear odds model and the logistic model implies that we
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Table 1. Expected odds ratio estimates for the association between exposure and disease (ORED) in the presence of confounding within groups a, varying the true ORED, the exposure distribution across 30 groups, and the baseline risk.
Exposure
distribution

Partial
ecologic
analysis

Table 1. Continued.
Exposure
distribution

Individuallevel
analysis
(ORED)
True ORED 3.0
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

Widespreadb
True ORED 1.5
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

True ORED 2.0
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

1.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

1.9
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

2.4
2.3
2.4
2.4
2.4

True ORED 3.0
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

2.6
2.9
3.0
3.0
3.0

2.7
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.4

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

True ORED 1.5
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6

1.4
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

True ORED 2.0
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

1.7
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.1

1.8
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

2.4
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.4

True ORED 3.0
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

2.1
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.2

2.4
3.9
4.4
4.9
5.1

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6

1.4
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.7

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

1.6
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.1

1.8
2.4
2.6
2.7
2.8

2.4
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.3

Truncatedc

Rared

(continued)
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2.0
2.7
3.0
3.2
3.3

2.4
4.3
5.1
6.1
6.4

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

a

The confounder prevalence was 50% within each group, the OR for the
association between the confounder and the disease was 2.0, and the
OR between the confounder and the exposure was 3.0.
b The overall exposure prevalence was 25% (range 0.0–88% across
groups).
c
The overall exposure prevalence was 15% (range 3.8–33% across
groups).
d
The overall exposure prevalence was 5.2% (range 0.0–25% across
groups).

can assess the expected ORED estimate using the linear
regression of the average disease odds (logarithmically
transformed under the logistic model and untransformed
under the linear odds model) in each group on PE (12).
An unweighted linear regression was used since groups
of equal size were assumed. If such a linear regression
results in intercept α and slope β, then the expected
ORED is exp(β) in the logistic model and 1 + β/α in the
linear odds model.
In the individual-level analysis, the expected value
of the ORED estimator [exp(β3); see the preceding text]
is calculated directly from the overall average disease
odds among the exposed and unexposed.

Confounding within groups—model selection
Assuming harmful effects for exposure (ORED > 1.0) and
the confounder (ORCD = 2.0), we introduced confounding within groups by letting ORCE = 3.0 (table 1). When
the confounder prevalence was held constant
(PC = 50%) for all the exposure groups, no marked confounding between groups occurred. Irrespective of the
baseline risk, the expected OR values in the partially
ecologic analyses in both the linear model and the logistic model were generally close to the true value in
all three exposure distributions when ORED = 1.5. For
stronger associations between the exposure and the disease (ORED ≥ 2.0), the linear model still generally performed well under all the exposure distributions with a
baseline risk of ≤10%, but may be unduly biased for
higher baseline risks. The partially ecologic analysis
under the logistic model, on the other hand, performed
well when ORED = 2.0 only if the baseline risk was high
(50%) or the exposure distribution was widespread.
When OR ED = 3.0, however, the logistic model was
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Individuallevel
analysis
(ORED)

ORED in
ORED in
the linear the logistic
odds model
model

ORED in
ORED in
the linear the logistic
odds model
model

True ORED 1.5
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%
True ORED 2.0
Baseline risk 50%
Baseline risk 10%
Baseline risk 5%
Baseline risk 1%
Baseline risk 0.1%

Partial
ecologic
analysis
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generally markedly biased, irrespective of the exposure
distribution and baseline risk. Making the confounder
less prevalent (PC = 10%), changing ORCD, or changing
ORCE did not change the relative performances of the
two partially ecologic models (not in the tables). As expected, the individual-level analysis yielded biased ORED
estimates irrespective of the baseline risk and exposure
distribution (table 1).
Table 2. Expected odds ratio estimates for the association between exposure and disease (ORED) in the presence of confounding within and between groups a, varying the exposure distribution, the association between the confounder and the exposure
(ORCE), and the range of the confounder prevalence (PC) across
30 groups such that the rank correlation between PC and the
prevalence of the exposure (PE) is one.
Exposure distribution for
True ORED 1.5

Partially
ecologic
analysis
(linear odds
model)
(ORED)

Individuallevel
analysis
(ORED)

1.6
1.7
1.9
2.1

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.6
1.7
1.9
2.0

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

1.9
2.3
3.2
4.2

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.8
2.1
2.5
3.0

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.7

1.9
2.4
3.3
4.2

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.8
2.1
2.5
2.9

1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7

Widespreadb

ORCE 1.0
Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8
ORCE 3.0
Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8
Truncatedc
ORCE 1.0
Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8
ORCE 3.0
Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8
Rared
ORCE 1.0
Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8
ORCE 3.0
Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8

Confounding both within and between groups
For a baseline risk of 0.1%, we introduced marked confounding between groups by varying the confounder
prevalence PC between the groups according to the following equation:
PC = a + b(G-1),

where G is group number (G = 1, 2,…, 30) and a and b
are positive constants that determine the range of PC variability (a = minimum prevalence, a + 29b = maximum
prevalence). As the groups were ranked in ascending
order according to exposure prevalence PE, this equation implies a perfect positive rank correlation between
PC and PE. As expected, the variation of PC across
groups had no important impact on the expected OR
values in the individual-level analysis (table 2). For the
partially ecologic analysis, we restricted our attention
to the linear odds model, which generally outperforms
the logistic model when a disease is rare. The bias of
the partially ecologic analysis increased as the variability of PC increased and soon exceeded the bias of the
corresponding individual-level analysis produced by the
confounding within the groups (scenarios with
ORCE = 3.0 in table 2); the bias of the partially ecologic
analysis was less pronounced when the exposure distribution was widespread rather than truncated or rare.
Furthermore, the partially ecologic analysis was even
more vulnerable to bias from confounding between
groups when confounding within groups was absent
(ORCE = 1.0, table 2). If we, instead, introduced a perfect negative rank correlation between PC and PE, negative bias occurred in the partially ecologic analysis (not
in the tables). Confounding between groups may produce marked bias of the partially ecologic analysis also
when exposure has no effect (table 3).
Table 3. Expected odds ratio estimates for the association when
the exposure has no effect (ORED = 1) in the presence of confounding within and between groups under the truncated exposure distribution a, varying the range of the confounder prevalence (PC) across 30 groups such that the rank correlation between PC and the prevalence of the exposure (PE) is one.
Partially ecologic
analysis (linear
odds model)
ORED

Individuallevel analysis
ORED

1.2
1.4
1.8
2.2

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

True ORED 1.0

a

The baseline risk was 0.1%. The OR for the association between the
confounder and the disease was 2.0.
b
The overall exposure prevalence, which was dependent on ORCE and the
range of PC, varied between 20% and 27% in the different scenarios
under the widespread exposure distribution.
c
The overall exposure prevalence, which was dependent on ORCE and the
range of PC, varied between 9% and 16% in the different scenarios under the truncated exposure distribution.
d
The overall exposure prevalence, which was dependent on ORCE and the
range of PC, varied between 2.9% and 6.1% in the different scenarios
under the rare exposure distribution.

(equation 6)

Range of PC 0.45–0.55
Range of PC 0.4–0.6
Range of PC 0.3–0.7
Range of PC 0.2–0.8
a

The baseline risk was 0.1%. The OR for the association between the
confounder and the disease was 2.0, and the OR between the
confounder and the exposure was 3.0. The overall exposure prevalence,
which was dependent on the range of PC, varied between 15% and 16%
in the different scenarios under the truncated exposure distribution.
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Empirical example
In a large public health survey (N=13 715) conducted
in the 33 municipalities of the region Skåne (Scania region) in southern Sweden in 2000, detailed questions
regarding, for example, health status, smoking habits,
alcohol consumption, social network, work environment, education, and residence were asked in a postal
questionnaire (13). Here, we focused on a potential association between perceived interference from aircraft
noise at home and sleeping disturbances. Severe sleeping disturbances during the last 2 weeks, which we regarded as the outcome variable, were reported by 7.9%
of all the respondents.

Individual-level analysis
Some interference (including interference perceived as
mild) from aircraft noise was reported by 13.4% of all
the respondents, but only 1.6% reported fairly severe or
severe interference. With adjustment for age in four
broad categories (<30, 30–44, 45–64, and ≥65 years)
and gender, the OR for the association between some
interference from aircraft noise and sleeping disturbances was 1.3 [95% confidence interval (95% CI) 1.0–1.5],
when the individual-level data were used. When only
those reporting fairly severe or severe interference from
aircraft noise were considered to be exposed, the effect
estimate was less precise (OR 1.5, 95% CI 0.98–2.3).
However these associations were confounded at the individual-level by perceived interference from noise from
other sources. In particular, there was a strong association between at least mild interference from aircraft
noise and from road noise (OR 4.4). When interference
from road noise was adjusted in four categories (none,
mild, fairly severe, severe), together with age and gender as before, the association between some interference
from aircraft noise and sleeping disturbances was not
evident (OR 1.1, 95% CI 0.91–1.3), and, furthermore,
when the exposure definition was restricted to those reporting fairly severe or severe interference from aircraft
noise, no effect was discerned (OR 1.0, 95% CI 0.63–
1.6).

Partially ecologic analysis
The prevalence of some interference from aircraft noise
at home varied between 4.1% and 38.8% across the 33
municipalities (mean 13.4%), but there was no obvious
association between the prevalences of some interference from aircraft noise and road noise (Spearman rank
correlation = 0.0). Thus a confounder that merely operates within groups does not have to be accounted for in
a partially ecologic analysis. Adjustment for other covariates, age in four categories, and gender can be done
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in the partially ecologic analysis by extending the simple linear odds model to an additive-relative model (2,
11) as follows.
Odds of disease = exp(α2) × (1 + β2PE) × exp(Σ
γ s ),
j j j
(equation 7)

where s1,…, sJ are indicators for the different strata of
age and gender and γj is the log-transformed OR associated with stratum j. An approximate 95% CI for OR
= 1 + β^2 was calculated as follows:
exp{ln(1 +β^ ) ± 1.96[SE(β^ )/(1 +β^ )]},
(equation 8)
2

2

Discussion
Biases in individual-level and corresponding ecologic,
or partially ecologic, studies can indeed diverge (9).
Nondifferential misclassification of a binary individual-level exposure variable yields bias towards the null
(14). The corresponding partially ecologic analysis is
biased away from the null when the aggregate exposure
measure is established such that the misclassification has
the same sensitivity and specificity in each group (15),
but may also be biased towards the null under other error structures of the aggregate measure (2). Although
seldom called “ecologic”, many epidemiologic studies
actually use some degree of aggregation, and such studies are, in practice, not necessarily inferior to truly individual-level studies (16), which may suffer from, for
example, participation bias (17). Including aggregate
measures from an exposure database for the nonparticipants may however reduce participation bias (18). We
also addressed another aspect on using aggregate exposure measures, namely, how a partially ecologic analysis can affect the bias produced by an unmeasured
confounder that may be present on the individual
level.
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where β^2 is the maximum likelihood estimate of β2 with
standard error SE(β^2) (2). The OR for the association
between some interference from aircraft noise and sleeping disturbances in the additive-relative model was more
imprecise than in the corresponding individual-level
analysis, but it indicated no effect (OR 0.92, 95% CI
0.40–2.1). Restricting the exposure definition to fairly
severe or severe interference from aircraft noise at home
implied more limited variability in the exposure prevalence (range 0.0–6.5% across the 33 municipalities,
mean 1.6%). This limited exposure variability across the
municipalities under the more restrictive exposure definition made it impossible to obtain an effect estimate
with reasonable precision in the partially ecologic analysis (OR 2.1, 95% CI 0.19–23).
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In scenarios not untypical for clinical epidemiology, with a common outcome, relatively high exposure
(treatment) prevalences in the groups (hospitals), a fairly
modest treatment effect (OR 0.75), and data missing on
an important confounder, Johnston et al (5) obtained
valid OR estimates of the partially ecologic analysis using the logistic model. Bouyer & Hémon (11) have noted that the OR estimates in the logistic model are not
unduly biased in partially ecologic analyses of rare diseases provided that there is no confounding between
groups, the true OR ≤3, and the exposure prevalence
varies over the entire range [0,1] between groups. According to our bias calculation for the partially ecologic analysis, the linear and the logistic models perform
similarly when the effect of exposure is modest (here,
OR 1.5), irrespective of the overall exposure prevalence,
which varied between 5% and 25%, and baseline risk,
which varied between 0.1% and 50% in our scenarios.
For stronger exposure effects, however, the linear model
generally outperforms the logistic model except when
the baseline risk is very high (50% in our calculations).
Consistent with our bias calculations, Bouyer & Hémon
(11) observed that the logistic model may perform poorly in situations in which all the subjects are in groups
with low exposure prevalences. Such exposure distributions are often encountered in occupational epidemiology.
We described the true exposure–disease associations
in terms of OR values in order to make a fair comparison with the expected OR estimate in the logistic model and in the linear odds model. These two models can
be used in case–control settings with partially ecologic
data but also in follow-up settings with a follow-up period of fixed length. Depending on the design and baseline risk, the estimated OR may or may not be interpreted as an estimate of the risk ratio (19).
Our bias calculations further elucidated the robustness of the partially ecologic analysis with respect to
uncontrolled confounding within groups, as observed by
Johnston et al (5). However, lacking or inadequate individual-level data on a factor that acts as a confounder
between groups is of much more concern in the partially ecologic analysis. If we introduce an association
across groups between the prevalence of the uncontrolled confounder and the group-level exposure measure, the resulting confounding between groups may well
lead to bias in the partially ecologic analysis that far
exceeds the bias in the corresponding individual-level
analysis. The bias of the partially ecologic analysis can
be substantial even when the exposure has no effect.
Furthermore, the partially ecologic analysis tends to be
even more vulnerable to confounding between groups
when the corresponding confounding within groups is
weak or nonexistent. On the other hand, an exposure
distribution with large variability in exposure prevalence

across groups (eg, range 0.0–88% across groups in our
bias calculations) tends to reduce somewhat the impact
of confounding between groups. It is also worth noting
that we performed our bias calculations in situations
with a perfect rank correlation between the prevalence
of the unmeasured confounder and the group-level exposure measure and with no other covariates available.
In practice, a detailed grouping of the study population
(20) and the inclusion of available covariates, such as
age and gender (2), are likely to reduce considerably the
rank correlation and thereby weaken the confounding
between groups.
Group-level data on the confounder cannot generally replace individual-level data in order to achieve adequate confounding control (21). However, if both the
exposure and the confounder are dichotomous on the
individual-level and prevalence data are available for the
confounder on the group level, Lasserre et al (22)
showed that the bias due to confounding between groups
can be much reduced if a cross-product term of the marginal prevalences is included in the regression model.
Another concern with the partially ecologic analysis is the markedly reduced precision when compared
with that of the corresponding individual-level analysis. Bouyer et al (10) reported substantially reduced precision for the partially ecologic analysis in situations in
which the exposure variability is limited and few subjects (here, ≤5%) are in the groups in which everyone
is exposed. In the partially ecologic analysis in our empirical example, we obtained an acceptable loss of precision when compared with the result of the individuallevel analysis when the overall exposure prevalence was
above 10% and had a reasonable variability across
groups. By contrast, for an exposure distribution with
both a much lower overall exposure prevalence and a
more-limited exposure variability, an effect estimation
with acceptable precision may not be possible in the partially ecologic analysis.
In conclusion, the logistic regression model, with the
proportion exposed in each group as the independent
variable, can yield substantial model misspecification
bias. By contrast, the linear odds model is valid when
the outcome is rare. In a partially ecologic analysis, confounding between groups should be of more concern
than confounding within groups.
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